WORLD STATISTICS DAY CELEBRATION IN SLOVAK REPUBLIC

The SOSR plans to join the World Statistics Day by several activities for general public and the members of the National Statistical System by:

- Distributing leaflets and posters related to this event.
- Publishing promotional publications on statistics focused on different groups of users.
- Placing the stamp with the WSD logo on all mail distributed from the Office.
- Displaying the official WSD logo, a video with a speech of the President of the SOSR, a list of the SOSR’s activities related to WSD celebration and a link to the UN WSD website at the Office’s website (http://portal.statistics.sk/showdoc.do?docid=4).
- Publishing written information about World Statistics Day with presentation of activities of regional workplaces of the SOSR in regional print and electronic media.
- Posting on Internet an electronic quiz on searching information on the SOSR’s website.
- Choosing the most absurd request of the year submitted to the SOSR.
- Organizing a press conference with media focused on a mission of the Office, a recapitulation of its activities, plans, prepared great censuses and an invitation to the Open Doors Day at the SOSR.
- Organizing a Statistical Afternoon in selected schools in regional cities to give information about activities, products, forms of statistical data dissemination, cross-border cooperation, etc.
- Awarding the price Young Statisticians of Year as a motivation of young employees to be interested and more active in statistics.
- Organizing Open Doors Day at the SOSR on 15 October 2010 including an exhibition of products, a presentation of forms of statistical data dissemination, a presentation of the website and direct data retrieval from databases, an occasion to meet with the top-management.
- Organizing Sport Day of the president of the SOSR for employees (September 2010).
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